
NEW RISK ALERT: (AMBA)

Ambarella’s In-Vehicle Camera’s May Soon be
Used to Monetize Your Emotions

New language in latest 10-K reveals how the company’s products may be
used to turn your time in the car into a profit.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research,
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Ambarella Markets In-Cabin Monitoring System as Something
Other Than A Safety Feature
Ambarella, a developer of low power system-on-chip (SoC) semiconductors that provide artificial
intelligence (AI) processing and advanced image signal processing, supplies automotive OEMs
and the aftermarket with cameras that can see the road and the driver behind the wheel. Its
front-facing cameras power advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) that help drivers avoid
crashes with features like lane departure warnings and automatic braking.

Inside the vehicle, Ambarella’s Cabin Monitoring Systems (CMS) track drivers and passengers
to help prevent accidents by alerting a drowsy or distracted driver. While automakers emphasize
safety when touting the benefits of ADAS, there’s another important reason these systems are
being included in vehicles.

In its 2020 10-K, Ambarella includes new language revealing the potential windfall autonomous
vehicles may yield:

“These interior cameras may also be utilized by service providers, in particular with
autonomous vehicles, to create new business opportunities in which in-cabin
information, collected through cameras, may be monetized.”

Fully autonomous vehicles with large screens may be used to advertise to passengers with little
else to do other than seek out entertainment. It’s the type of data your vehicle gathers— and
allows advertisers to use to target you— that will make headlines in the years ahead. For
example, Ambarella’s cameras may be used with other technology to:
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● Serve personalized ads or recommendations based on how a driver interacts with a
vehicle’s music, lighting, or temperature

● Detect your emotion while in your vehicle to better target you based on your reaction to a
crucial business call, how you interact with a crying baby, or your behavior with a
significant other

If you’re skeptical regarding the monetization ambitions of automotive OEMs and big tech,
consider that Google, which already earns nearly ⅓ of every dollar spent on digital advertising,
launched the Google Automotive Services (GAS) unit to monetize the in-cabin experience.

In anticipation of privacy concerns, technology firms like Ambarella are designing products that
that process and analyze data in-car so it never leaves the car but may still be useful to
third-parties like advertisers:

“Our CV SoCs enable sensing cameras that analyze video using AI-based algorithms
running in the camera to provide remote users with updates, warnings or business data
based on the analysis. Since no video, audio or image data needs to leave the camera,
privacy can be maintained. Applications for sensing cameras include elderly monitoring,
building occupancy monitoring and retail store business analytics.”
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